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     I.  Introduction. 

 

A.  A few questions: 

 

       1.  Are you happy with the results you’re achieving in your life right now?  (Job, 

        health, finances, relationships, etc.)  

 

   2.  Is there something you would like to achieve that seems just beyond your reach? 

 

   3.  What reasons would you offer to explain why you can’t seem to make any headway?   

 

                    Is it because of your boss, the economy, a difficult family member, the government, 

                    a person who has treated you unfairly, etc.? 

 

               4.  What has to happen before you can close the gap and move to the next level? 

 

         B.  The importance of being accountable. 

 

        1.  Would you be willing to consider, just for a moment, that the reason you are not where  

                    you want to be may not be because of your boss, the economy, a person who treated you 

                    unfairly, etc.?  

                   

               2.  According to the Bible, in many instances we may not be where we want to be because of 

                    the way we are thinking.  

 

           Proverbs 23:7  “For as he thinks in his heart, so is he . . . ”  (NKJV) 

 

                    Our ability to function effectively in life is determined by the thoughts we 

                    are thinking, both consciously and unconsciously. 

 

                    The assumptions we’ve made about how life works, and the mental paradigms we’ve 

                    followed are controlling the results we are achieving today in every area of life. 

 

               3.  Blaming or attempting to hold others accountable for our inability to get results will never  

                    advance the cause of our own success. 
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               4.  Reasons why a person might choose to remain a victim: 

 

                    a.  A victim cannot be held responsible.  I cannot be blamed, because I’ve  

                         already laid the blame off on someone or something else.   

 

                                                 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

     

    b.  It keeps my ego intact because, “It wasn’t my fault.”  

 

 

        

 

                    c.  Being a victim comes with an invitation to the next pity party,  

                         where I will be the star attraction, sharing tales of woe and how  

                         difficult life and people have been to me.   

                 

                    d.  On the other hand: 

 

                          “The world doesn’t care about the 

                          storms you’ve encountered, but 

                          did you bring in the ship?”  
                          (Author unknown) 

 

 

 

 

 

                

               5.  Reasons why we might want to avoid playing the role of the victim: 

 

                    a.  Lose the respect of others. 

  

                    b. Continued achievement of poor results. 

  

                    c.  Fail to learn and grow. 
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               6.  There are three types of people:   

 

                    a.  Those who make things happen. 

 

                    b.  Those who watch things happen. 

 

                    c.  Those who wonder what happened. 

 

               7.  Personal accountability chart.  (Senn-Delaney Leadership Consulting Group) 

 

                                                           

 

                     

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     “Business success is really a simple formula.  You either create results or excuses.   

                     And excuses don’t pay the bills.” (Senn-Delaney) 

 

         C.  I would suggest that in each area of our lives where we are not achieving the results we 

               desire, something has us “pinned down” and unable to receive what is rightfully ours. 
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      Many times it isn’t other people who are holding us back.  We are holding us back!  What  

      we think, see and say has a great deal to do with progress our lack of progress in many areas. 

 

               When we are being held back, it’s a sure sign that we have lost our alignment with the King. 

 

               Isaiah 55:8-9  “For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways,  

               saith the LORD.  For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than  

               your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts.”  (KJV) 

 

 

    II. Three Kingdom Principles. 

 

         God designed, equipped and destined each one of us for complete abundance and prosperity. 

 

         A.  Dominion.  

 

               Genesis 1:26  “And God said, Let us 

               make man in our image, after our  

               likeness:  and let them have dominion  

               ( = to govern, to rule and to reign) over  

               the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of  

               the air, and over the cattle, and over all  

               the earth, and over every creeping thing  

               that creepeth upon the earth.”  (KJV) 

 

         B.  Abundance.  

 

               John 10:10  “The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to destroy: I am 

               come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly  

               ( = superabundant in quantity, superior in quality, beyond measure).”  (KJV) 

 

         C.  Health and prosperity. 

 

               3 John 2  “Beloved, I wish above all things that thou mayest prosper ( = to  

               succeed in business affairs) and be in health ( = to be well in body), even as thy 

               soul prospereth.”  (KJV)  

 

 

 

 III.  The Law of Sowing and Reaping. 

 

          A.  You reap what you sow: 

 

         Galatians 6:7  “Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for 

                     whatever a man sows, that he will also reap.”  (NKJV) 
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            B.  You reap in proportion to the quantity of seed that you sow. 

 

        2 Corinthians 9:6  “But this I say: He who sows sparingly will also reap 

                   sparingly, and he who sows bountifully will also reap bountifully.”  (NKJV) 

 

         C.  You reap in a different season than you sow. 

 

        Ecclesiastes 11:1  “Give generously, for your gifts 

                will return to you later.”  (NLT) 

 

 

 IV.  The Law of Attraction. 

 

A.  The Law of Attraction is every bit as powerful as the law of gravity, 

      and equally unforgiving to those who transgress its boundaries. 

 

B.  It’s a law that is clearly articulated in the Bible, understood in the 

      field of Quantum Physics and a law that is always working, whether   

      we believe it, or understand it, or not. 

 

C.  It’s a law that victimizes anyone who is either unaware of or ignorant of its existence. 

 

D.  This law states that whatever we think about, we bring about in our lives. 

 

      Those things we are continually holding in mind, especially with a heightened level of 

      feeling or emotion, these are the things that we are drawing into our lives.  

 

E.  The Bible states this law as follows: 

 

      Proverbs 23:7  “For just as he hath thought in his own mind so he is . . . ”  (Rotherham) 

 

F.  Jesus underscored the importance of the law in His very first public address, 

      when He told people they needed to change the way they were thinking.  

 

      Matthew 4:17   “Repent ( = change the way you think): for the kingdom of  

      heaven is at hand.”    

 

G.  The tragedy for most people, both Christians and non-Christians alike, is that  

      most of the time this law is working against them.  

 

      When difficult situations arise, there’s a tendency to go negative in our 

      thinking and project the worst that might happen. 

            

      During these times we think, speak and use the wonderful power of our 

      own imaginations against ourselves by fearfully focusing on things we 

      do not want to happen. 
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      Job put it this way:  “For the thing I greatly feared has come upon me, 

      and what I dreaded has happened to me.”  (Job 3:25, NKJV) 

 

         

             

   Too often the powerful force of our own thoughts is keeping us pinned  

   down and unable to receive that which we deeply desire.  

 

   We’ve arrayed our God given forces of dominion against ourselves. 

  

 

 

H.  “To dwell in thought on the material, when once you live in Me, is to call it into  

       being.  So you must be careful only to think of and desire that which will help, not  

       hinder, your spiritual growth.  The same law operates too on the spiritual plane.  Think  

       Love, and Love surrounds you, and all about whom you think.  Think thoughts of ill-will  

       and ill surrounds you, and those about whom you think.  Think health – health comes. 

       The physical reflects the mental and sprititual.  (God Calling, January 20) 

 

 

 

 I.    Strong feelings, passion or emotion accelerate the manifestation 

        of what we are thinking about. 

 

         

 

 

The bottom line:  Everything that is coming into our lives right now, we are attracting.   

 

 

    V.  The Problem. 

 

          “We live in a universe filled with abundance, yet we focus on lack and 

          limitation.”  (Paul Martinelli) 

 

          A.  What was I thinking?  

 

          1.  “You become what you think about most, but you also attract what you think about 

               most . . . Here’s the problem.  Most people are thinking about what they don’t  

               want, and they’re wondering why it shows up over and over again.”  (John Assaraf) 

 

          2.  “Most people are focused on what they don’t want, while trying desperately to make 

               what they do want happen.”  (Bob Proctor) 

 

          3.  “Beliefs are the determinant of what one experiences.  There are no external causes.”   

               (David Hawkins) 
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          4.  “A lot of people think money will solve their problems.  It isn’t money . . . it’s their  

               thought patterns.”  (Rich Dad, Poor Dad, Robert Kiyosaki) 

 

          5.  “The law of attraction attracts to you every thing you need, according to the nature of your 

               your thought.  Your environmental and financial condition are the perfect reflection of  

               your habitual thinking.  Thoughts rule the world.”  (Dr. Joseph Edward Murphy, Surgeon) 

 

 

   

          6.  The J.C. Penney Story 

 

 

        

 

 

         B.  The power of the sub-conscious. 

 

   1.  “Your conscious beliefs are what you think you believe.  Your subconscious 

        beliefs and deepest convictions are what you really believe.”  (Susan Shumsky) 

 

   2.  When the conscious mind wants something, but the subconscious mind thinks 

        we do not deserve it, the subconscious mind rules. 

 

        Then that which we don’t even consciously want will be drawn to us because  

        of the power of the subconscious mind. 

 

   3.  The conscious and subconscious beliefs must be aligned before we can attain  

        that which we consciously desire.  There can be no counter intention between  

        our conscious and subconscious beliefs or the subconscious will rule. 

 

   C.  An operational model of the working of the mind of man:  
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                                                       (Copyright 2007 LifeSuccess Productions) 

 

   D.  The great challenge is how to dislodge any embedded, deeply held beliefs that are in error, 

         and to replace them with truth.   

 

         1.  “People are addicted to their beliefs.  This is why, when you try to change someone’s 

              belief, they act like an addict.  We act like addicts when someone tries to take away our 

              cherished way of thinking.”  (Dr. Bernie S. Siegel)  

 

         2.  The destruction imperative.  “The problem is never how to get new, innovative thoughts 

               into your mind, but how to get the old ones out.”  (Dee Hock) 

 

         3.  When resurfacing and improving a road, any areas with weak sub-structure must first be  

              eliminated, or the new road bed will quickly be subject to the formation of pot holes. 
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 VI.  Solutions:  Getting Free From Defeating Thought Patterns, Beliefs and Paradigms. 

 

 

  “What concerns me is not the way things are, but rather the way people think things are.”  

  (Epictetus) 

 

 

         A.  Be willing to change. 

 

               Change means “to cause to be different, to alter, to lay aside, abandon or leave for another.”  

 

               We can’t get new results with old habits.  If we want to grow, we’ve got to change. 

 

               Romans 12:2  “Don't copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God transform you 

               into a new person by changing the way you think . . . ”  (NLT) 

 

 

         B.  When necessary, be willing to admit you were wrong and lay down your ego. 

 

               1.)  Ego, in order to survive, must believe that it is “right.”   

 

                     The voice of ego:  “We are the only ones who are right.” 

 

               2.)  The root of ego is pride. 

 

               3.)  James 4:6  “As the Scriptures say, ‘God sets himself against the proud, but he 

                     shows favor to the humble.’ ”   (NLT) 

  

 

         C.  Keep your mind focused on what you want . . . and off of what you don’t want. 

 

               1.)  “All thoughts harmful must be turned out.”  (God Calling, January 6) 

 

               2.)  Philippians 4:8  “Fix your thoughts on what is true and honorable and right.  Think 

                     about things that are pure and lovely and admirable. Think about things that are 

                     excellent and worthy of praise.”  (NLT)                     

         

         3.)   “People who have drawn wealth into their lives used The Secret, whether  

                consciously or unconsciously.  They think thoughts of abundance and 

                wealth, and they do not allow any contradictory thoughts to take root in  

                their minds.  Their predominant thoughts are of wealth . . . It is the law of  

                attraction in action.”  (Rhonda Byrne)          

 

         4.)  Think about what you’re thinking about and get rid of all counter-intentions. 

 

James 1:8  “A double minded man is unstable in all his ways.”  (KJV)     
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         D.  Look forward, not backward.  
 

               Luke 9:62  “Jesus said to him, ‘Anyone who starts to plow and then keeps 

               looking back is of no use for the Kingdom of God.’ ”  (TEV)  

 

               Isaiah 43:18-19  “The LORD says, "Forget what happened before, and do not 

               think about the past.  Look at the new thing I am going to do.  It is already  

               happening. Don't you see it? . . . ”  (NCV) 

 

               Philippians 3:13-14  “I am focusing all my energies on this one thing:  Forgetting 

               the past and looking forward to what lies ahead,”  (NLT) 

 

               “You have to intentionally disregard your past so that it doesn’t keep you from  

               moving forward . . . If we don’t let go of the old, we’ll never be able to embrace the 

               new.”  (Joel Osteen) 

 

 

         E.  Ask your self if the way you think about God is the way God thinks about God. 

  

               “The anticipatory love of God is a thing mortals seldom realize.  Dwell on this thought.  

               Dismiss from your minds the thought of a grudging God, who had to be petitioned with 

               sighs and tears and much speaking before reluctantly He loosed the desired treasures. 

               Man’s thoughts of Me need revolutionizing.”  (God Calling, January 19) 

 

 

         F.  Renew your mind with the truth of His Word. 

 

               Joshua 1:8-9  “This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, 

               but you shall meditate ( = to ponder, imagine, murmer, mutter) in it  

               day and night, that you may observe to do according to all that is written 

               in it.  For then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have 

               good success.”  (NKJV) 

       

   

               “You must ponder on these truths I give you.  They are not surface facts, 

               but the secrets of My Kingdom, the hidden pearls of rare price.  Meditate upon them.  

               Work at them in your minds and hearts.”  (God Calling, January 10) 

 

 

        G.  Eliminate everything in your mind that opposes the truth of God’s Word. 

 

              2 Corinthians 10:4-5  “(For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God 

              to the pulling down of strong holds;)  Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that  

              exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every thought to 

              the obedience of Christ;”  (KJV) 
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        H.  Be a doer of the Word and not a hearer only. 

 

              James 1:22-24  “Those who hear God's teaching and do nothing are like 

              people who look at themselves in a mirror.  They see their faces and then go 

              away and quickly forget what they looked like.”   (NCV) 

 

              James 2:17  “So it is with faith: if it is alone and includes no actions, then it is dead.”  (TEV) 

 

              Matthew 7:26-27  “Everyone who hears my words and does not obey them is like a foolish 

              man who built his house on sand.  It rained hard, the floods came, and the winds blew and hit 

              that house, and it fell with a big crash.”  (NCV) 

 

              “You can’t build muscles by watching me life weights.”  (Arnold Schwartznegger)  

 

         I.   Respond positively when a “significant emotional event” occurs in your life. 

 

        Have you been knocked off your horse lately? 

 

        Sometimes it takes us a crisis to “help” us change 

        the way we think.     

      

        This is exactly what happened to Saul on the road to  

        Damascus, when he was knocked off his horse and   

        rendered blind for three days, for persisting in his  

        efforts to persecute Christians. 

 

 

   J.  Four things each of us needs: 

 

        1.  A quiet place.  Somewhere we can go to be alone with the Lord without distraction. 

 

             Psalm 46:10  “Be still and know that I am God . . . ” 

 

             “You do not realize that you would have broken down under the weight 

             of your cares but for the renewing time with me.  It is not what I say; it is 

             I, Myself.  It is not hearing Me so much as the being in My Presence . . .  

             This would cure the poor sick world, if every day, each soul, or group of  

             souls, waited before Me.  Remember that you must never fail to keep this 

             time apart with Me.  Gradually you will be transformed, physically, 

             mentally, spiritually, into My likeness.  All who see you, or contact with 

             you will be, by this intercourse with you, brought near to Me, and  

             gradually the influence will spread.”  (God Calling, February 14) 

 

             “The way of the soul’s transformation is the Way of Divine Companionship.  Not so much  

             asking Me to make you this or that but the living with Me, thinking of Me, talking to Me – 

             thus you grow like Me.  Love Me.  Rest in Me.  Joy in Me.”  (God Calling, June 1) 
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        2.  An affirmation.    

 

             A statement that expresses what you want, articulated as if it 

             were already yours. 

 

             Mark 11:24  “Therefore I say to you, whatever things you ask  

             when you pray, believe that you receive them, and you will  

             have them.”  (NKJV) 

 

             Matthew 8:8  “ . . . but speak the Word only, and my servant  

             shall be healed.” 

 

        3.  A mentor. 

 

             Proverbs 13:20  “Spend time with the wise and you will become wise . . . ”  (NCV) 

 

        4.  A book. 

 

             Inspirational stories that will uplift and encourage you as you continue to change the way  

             you think. 

 

           K.  Stay calm.  
 

  “Obey My commands.  They are steps in the ladder that leads to success.  Above all, keep calm,     

  unmoved.  Go beck into the silence to recover this calm when it is lost even for one moment.  

  You accomplish more by this than by all the activities of a long day.  At all cost keep calm, you  

  can help nobody whey you are agitated.”  (God Calling, April 15) 

 

                 “Keep your Spirit-Life calm and unruffled.  Nothing else matters.  Leave all to Me.  This is your 

                 great task, to get calm in My Presence, not to let one ruffled feeling stay for one moment.   

                 Years of blessing may be checked in one moment by that.  No matter who frets you or what, 

                 yours is the task to stop all else until absolute calm comes.  Any block means My Power 

                 diverted into other channels.  (God Calling, January 26) 
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                 “All agitation is destructive of good. All calm is constructive of good, and at the same time 

                 destructive of evil.  When man wants evil destroyed, so often he rushes to action.  It is wrong.   

                 First be still and know that I am God;  then act only as I tell you.  Always calm with God. 

                 Calm is trust in action.  Only trust, perfect trust can keep one calm.  Never be afraid of any  

  circumstances or difficulties that help you to cultivate this calm.  As the world, to attain, has to    

  learn speed, you, to attain, have to learn calm.”  (God Calling, May 10) 

 

  “Be more afraid of Spirit-unrest, of soul-disturbance, of any ruffling of the Spirit, than of    

  earthquake or fire or any outside forces.  When you feel the absolute calm has been broken – get    

  away alone with Me until your heart sings, and all is strong and calm.  These are the only times    

  when evil can find an entrance.  The forces of evil surround the city of man-soul, and are keenly   

  alert for one such unguarded spot, through which an arrow can pierce and do havoc.  Remember    

  all that you have to do is to keep calm and happy.  God does the rest.  No evil force can hinder  

  My Power – only you yourself have power to do that.  Think when all God’s mighty forces are  

  arrayed to aid you – and your poor, puny self impedes their onward march.”   

  (God Calling, February 21) 

 

        L.  Become an Optimist. 

                                           

                                              The Optimist’s Creed  

 

     “I promise myself:   

      

          To be so strong that nothing can disturb my peace of mind. 

          To talk health, happiness and prosperity to every person I meet. 

          To make all my friends feel that there is something worthwhile in them. 

          To look on the sunny side of everything and make my optimism come true.       

 

          To think only of the best, to work only for the best and to expect only the best. 

          To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as I am about my own. 

          To forget the mistakes of the past and press on to the greater achievements of the future. 

          To wear a cheerful expression at all times and give a smile to every living creature I meet. 

     

          To give so much time to improving myself that I have no time to criticize others.  

          To be too large for worry, too noble for anger, too strong for fear and too happy to permit     

               the presence of trouble. 

          To think well of myself and to proclaim this fact to the world, not in loud words but in great  

               deeds. 

          To live in the faith that the whole world is on my side, so long as I am true to the best that is  

               in me.”                                    

                                                                                               

                                              Christian D. Larson, 1912 
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   VII.  Close:                                 All in the State of Mind.   
 
     

“If you think you are beaten, you are; 

      If you think you dare not, you don’t; 

 If you would like to win and don’t think you can, 

      It’s almost a cinch you won’t. 

 

 If you think you’ll lose, you’re lost; 

                For out in the world you’ll find 

                               Success begins with a fellow’s will; 

            It’s all in the state of mind. 

 

 Full many a race is lost 

Ere even a step is run 

             And many a coward fails 

      Ere even his work is begun. 

 

 Think big and your deeds will grow. 

Think small and you’ll fall behind: 

             Think that you can and you will— 

            It’s all in the state of mind. 

 

 If you think you’re outclassed, you are: 

                  You’ve got to think high to rise. 

       You’ve got to be sure of yourself before 

                  You ever can win a prize. 

 

           Life’s battles don’t always go 

            To the stronger or faster man;    

             But, sooner or later, the man who wins     

                  Is the fellow who thinks he can.”        
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